
Burden-Free Crew Planning 
Let our experts do the work!

As a low risk, high reward alternative to the traditional crew planning software model, AD OPT has introduced personalized 
Production services, whereby airlines benefit from AD OPT’s best-in-class Altitude Pairing, Altitude PBS and/or Altitude 
Rostering solutions without ever having to install or purchase the software!  How does this work?  Each month or as the case 
may be, your planning managers direct the work required while our expert planners and optimization specialists develop these 
objectives into personalized, optimal pairings, schedules and/or rosters that respect your airline’s unique requirements.  

With AD OPT’s customized approach to Production services, software installation and a team of experienced in-house 
planners are not required. The time-consuming and often frustrating task of developing and delivering optimal pairings, 
schedules and/or rosters can be completely or partially managed by AD OPT’s planning and product experts.  From specific 
what-if analysis conducted during peak production periods or union negotiations to monthly pairing and roster productions, we 
adapt our services to your specific needs.

Get fast turnaround and superior results from the experts who set the standard in optimization innovation.
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Imagine providing your planning managers with the freedom to concentrate on 
value-specific activities that can generate additional revenue.  By directing - instead 
of focusing on the grind of executing - the monthly production runs, AD OPT 
experts will completely manage all planning tasks as required, with the ultimate 
goal of delivering efficient, personalized and on-time solutions.  With a qualified and 
experienced team - over 20 years as a Crew Management Solutions provider - AD 
OPT will ensure that your airline benefits from increased production ease and speed.

Attain the benefits of AD OPT’s best-in-class Altitude Pairing, Altitude PBS and/
or Altitude Rostering solutions quickly and efficiently by the people who best 
understand how to use these solutions - the experts who developed them!

Through AD OPT’s Production services, the traditional software model of a  
lengthy implementation and acceptance process becomes a non-issue. Not only 
is there no software installation, there is no additional or unnecessary in-house 
hardware to purchase, maintain and upgrade, thereby decreasing your dependency 
on internal or external IT services. AD OPT alleviates this often burdening pressure 
from your airline.

With an increasingly global economy, experienced and knowledgeable planners 
are becoming much harder to find, support and retain.  It’s not just the ability to 
efficiently utilize the software solution to its fullest potential, most importantly, it’s 
the airline-specific knowledge required to be able to run the software that is hardest 
to find.  Why wait for the next generation of planners to develop the experience 
and planning judgment necessary!  With operations becoming much more complex, 
your airline can greatly benefit from a pool of experienced planners that understand 
how to best maximize AD OPT’s software solutions to generate savings for your 
operations.  By leveraging AD OPT’s 20 plus years of crew planning, management 
and optimization expertise, your airline will never again have to wonder where the 
next ‘great’ planner will come from.

The true value of the AD OPT solutions suite is in its ability to provide what-if 
capabilities that serve as an analysis tool for marketing changes, rule additions and 
other challenges. Through our Production services, we can perform extensive what-if 
analysis on a required basis so that your airline organization can make the best and 
most informed decisions at all times.  Our planning experts can greatly improve your 
decision-making by running extensive what-if scenarios during union negotiations 
or investigate the impact of changes to contractual or business rules, parameters 
or roster building strategies.  Without having to rely on your overburdened internal 
planning resources, you could make quick and informed decisions in a timelier 
manner. 

Even airlines who outright own our software can benefit from our expert planners.  
Faced with severe time restrictions, in-house planners may not always have the 
time or ability to perform what-if analyses to investigate the impact of changes or 
attempt new strategies. AD OPT can assist in these ‘crunch times’ by providing 
additional what-if analysis for specific situations.
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Regardless of your needs - the monthly development of your 
pairings and/or scheduling/rostering production runs, to ad-hoc 

what-if analysis - AD OPT’s planning experts can provide your 
operations with real-world, operable and optimal solutions.

In a Production services environment, the vendor/airline relationship is paramount. 
While it is often said, it really is the people behind the solvers that make the true 
difference. Through our Production services, our expert planning team will closely 
work with your management team to develop a long-term strategy. With a complete 
and thorough understanding of your planning needs, we can provide seamless and 
cost-effective solutions. By developing a close working relationship, AD OPT in 
essence becomes part of your airline planning group, where we “own” a stake in 
your overall success ensuring that you maximize the return on your investment. 
Throughout our partnership, we will aim to continuously improve the process and the 
solutions generated. It is to our mutual benefit that we strive to improve the process,  
find efficiencies and generate the best possible solutions.

Entrust all your planning needs in the hands of AD OPT’s planning and optimization 
professionals!  With over 20 years developing and delivering customized Crew 
Management Solutions, we are uniquely positioned to provide your airline with 
personalized Production services.

The AD OPT  
Solutions Suite

AD OPT a comprehensive crew planning solutions provider, delivers powerful 
insight for result-driven airlines.  With AD OPT, airlines can link their crew 
planning activities to strategic objectives in order to determine what is 
impacting productivity, profitability, and crew satisfaction – then take decisive 
action to achieve operational excellence.

The AD OPT solutions suite delivers enhanced operational flexibility and 
cost control. It enables you to automate and optimise your flight operations 
processes as they relate to strategic planning, fleet and flight planning, and 
manpower planning. 
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